
Welcome to ATP’s second online-only edition of our Trees for Life

newsletter. In our previous newsletter in July, we focused on the

effects of COVID-19, discussed how ATP continued to provide

employment and plant more trees than ever, and our various

initiatives during these difficult times. The latest newsletter was

released just before the provocations in Artsakh broke out.

For us, and Armenians all around the world, these past few

months have been some of the hardest our people have ever faced.

The war in Artsakh has left us devastated. 

For ATP and other environmental organizations in Armenia, the

illegal use of white phosphorus by the adversary on Artsakh’s

ancient forests has left us especially enraged. This has caused

irreparable damage to the natural environment, making areas in

and near the forest uninhabitable to Artsakh’s citizens, and

jeopardizing the rich biodiversity.

Like so many of you, we don’t know what the future holds. We

don’t know when and if we’ll be able to replant in the affected

forests. If given the opportunity, we are prepared to provide

critical aid with our knowledge, expertise, and healthy native

seedlings grown in our nurseries.
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Until then, we must continue enriching and preserving what we have. Our organization

started with great hope for the future 26 years ago during a similar dark time after the

first Artsakh war. We must keep going. Now more than ever, we must focus our energies

on rebuilding, preserving, and enriching our country. Our collective efforts strengthen

Armenia’s security and the well-being of its people.

ATP had a record breaking planting season this fall: over 390,000 trees were planted!

The total number of trees planted since 1994 is now close to 6.5 million. This includes

more than 1,100 hectares of new forest, and more than 1,300 community tree planting

sites throughout Armenia and Artsakh.

We hired 150 villagers for seasonal job opportunities, and employed our 70 full-time

employees despite the pandemic and war. In the last few months, some team members

contracted COVID-19, and some served in the army. Despite these challenges, they helped

us achieve our goals of planting more trees during planting seasons than ever before, and

we are so proud of their perseverance to achieve this outcome.

With your continued support, we continue to plant with hope for the future, provide

economic opportunities and economic security to our people, help to stabilize border

villages, and preserve and enrich our country’s environment. 

Thank you for your support and for helping us preserve and enrich our homeland.
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ATP PLANTS MORE TREES
THAN EVER BEFORE
by Ani Melkonian
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It has been an extremely difficult year for the

entire world and even more so for Armenians.

Despite the country facing crisis after crisis,

Armenia Tree Project was able to fulfill its

plans thanks to the continued support and

generosity of its donors. In 2020, ATP planted

more trees than ever before in its 26 years of

environmental work.

A record-breaking 397,702 tree and shrub

seedlings were planted throughout the spring

and fall seasons. This year’s results bring the

total number of trees planted by ATP since

1994 to 6,517,702.

The majority of plantings were carried out by

ATP’s forestry program. The program also

provided 229 temporary tree-related jobs to

villagers to help alleviate some of the

economic consequences brought on by the

coronavirus pandemic and the war in

Artsakh. ATP continued to support its full-

time staff of 70 as well as around 40 families

growing trees for ATP through the backyard

nursery program. 

The upsurge in tree numbers, which in

previous years was 250,000 at most, is no

accident but the outcome of ATP’s ambitious

plans to expand tree production, especially

with containers. With Armenia’s goal to

double its forest cover by 2050 ahead, ATP is

working to ensure it creates ideal conditions

for a variety of tree species at its four

nurseries. ATP intends to raise the number of

trees it plants to half a million annually in

the coming years and is taking calculated

steps towards that goal. 

397, 702
TREES 
PLANTED

THIS YEAR



(CONT.)
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Several improvements were made to

ATP’s nurseries during the year,

including the expansion of more modern

irrigation systems, netting, plant

containers, as well as the establishment

of a new grafting facility. The goal is to

keep progressing and scale up the use of

these methods and technologies to

optimize nursery work and seedling

quality.

899,360 kg / 1,982,749 pounds of fruit

were harvested from ATP’s trees in

community sites across the country . In

addition, over 8,600 fruit trees were

distributed to village households within

the year. 

“Although it’s difficult to rejoice over

anything at the moment, we are certainly

glad that our plans to plant more trees

this year weren’t interrupted. In the

future we will all celebrate the work

that’s being done today because we’ll

have a more secure and healthier

homeland for it,” says ATP Operations

Manager Arthur Harutyunyan.

“Resilience is our nature. We have lots of

important work to do and we have to

keep going.”

1,  982, 749
POUNDS OF

FRUIT
HARVESTED FROM

ATP'S TREES IN
COMMUNITY SITES



Armenia Tree Project stands ready to provide its

expertise and assistance to help restore forests

and surrounding areas in Artsakh, which were

targeted and damaged by Azerbaijan during the

war. 

On October 30, Azerbaijan added to its list of

war crimes the use of white phosphorus

munitions to destroy Artsakh's ancient forests.

1815 hectares / 4484 acres of lush green land

were burned as a result, causing irreparable

damage to the natural environment and

rendering areas in and near the forests

uninhabitable. 

Before ATP can begin the replanting process,

crucial steps must be taken by key stakeholders

and necessary organizations to ensure the region

is safe to work in. First, new maps must be drawn

according to the new ceasefire, and ATP will

need to be granted access to these areas. Then,

HALO Trust must ensure that all the areas are

free of explosives and hazards. Lastly, the area’s

soil and water levels will need to be tested for

contamination levels

The use of white phosphorus is not only a threat

to Armenia’s rich biodiversity but to all life in the

region. The chemical may remain within the

deep soil for several years, contaminating

underground waters and rivers, putting valuable

ecosystems at risk.

“Even though a ceasefire now holds in Artsakh, it

is not yet clear which forests we can and can’t

work in,” says ATP operations manager Arthur

Harutyunyan. “Once border demarcation is

finalized, experts will map out the damaged

areas and determine the extent of destruction.

ATP can then identify areas for reforestation and

provide our expertise and healthy native

seedlings to help bring those lands back to life.” 

The next issue that needs to be tackled is the

remains of mines and other unexploded

ordnances. The HALO Trust, a mine-clearing

organization, is currently on the ground in

Stepanakert, Martuni, and Martakert, clearing

explosives and teaching civilians to avoid

hazards. 

“I maintain regular contact with the deputy

mayor of Stepanakert. The demining

organizations have much work to do there to

ensure the safety of citizens, before we can

continue greening community sites in the towns

and villages,” continues Harutyunyan. “Demining

activities must also be carried out in the forests.”

In the coming months ATP will produce a plan

for the establishment of a new forest in Armenia

as a living memorial for the heroes of the war.

Communities will be able to come together to

pay tribute to fallen soldiers and honor them by

planting trees. More details about the memorial

will be revealed as they unfold.

Armenia Tree Project
Ready to Restore
Artsakh's Forests
Armenia’s leading tree-planting organization

stands ready to provide its resources, knowledge,

and skills to aid and assist in the replanting of

Artsakh’s forests when deemed safe.
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JOINT STATEMENT ON AZERBAIJAN'S USE OF

PROHIBITED WEAPONS TO DESTROY ANCIENT

FORESTS OF ARTSAKH

We, the environmentalists of Armenia and Artsakh, are compelled to speak out now to

decry and condemn Azerbaijan’s deliberate use of white phosphorus to destroy forest

ecosystems and protected areas of Artsakh, near the communities of Shushi, Martakert

and Askeran. Many news reports, including those of Azeri sources, show the forests

burning with the distinct glow of phosphorus on the evening of Friday, October 30.

While United Nations General Assembly declared 2021-2030 UN Decade on Ecosystem

Restoration, with the goal of protection and revival of ecosystems around the world, for

the benefit of people and nature, Azerbaijan deliberately targets ecosystems of the

Republic of Artsakh, in violation of the International Criminal Court’s Rome Statute,

article 8(2)(b)(iv) and Protocol III of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons.

The destructive effects of phosphorus on people, plants, and animals have caused many

international organizations to forbid its use against civilian populations or the natural

environment. Phosphorus burns intensely, causing severe injuries to people and animals.

It is resistant to traditional methods of extinguishing fires, and its traces can remain in

soil for many years, causing further damage to ecosystems affected by the fires.

The peaceful ethnic Armenians of Artsakh have lived in their ancient and beautiful

sacred forests for thousands of years. The forests supply fuel, food, clean air and clean

water. They serve as habitats for many native species of animals, including the

endangered Caucasian Leopard, Europe’s last big cat. It is apparent that if Azerbaijan

has decided it cannot capture this territory, it will make it uninhabitable. We can not

tolerate such an outcome.
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We call upon all citizens of the world who care for the natural environment to speak out

against the wanton destruction of Artsakh’s forests by Azerbaijan’s illegal use of white

phosphorus weapons.

Please speak out by sharing this statement using the hashtags #StopEcocide

#RecognizeArtsakh and tagging the following organizations and influencers:

International Criminal Court, UN Environment Programme, US Forest Service, Forest

Europe, The Climate Project, Greenpeace, Рослесхоз, Greta Thunberg, Leonardo Dicaprio,

David Attenborough, Jane Goodall

Signatories:
Armenia Tree Project
Former RA Deputy Minister of Environment Vardan Melikyan
Armenian Environmental Network
My Forest Armenia
FPWC (Foundation for the Preservation of Wildlife and Cultural Assets)
Paros Foundation
Green Lane Ngo
Yerevan Botanical Garden
EcoLur Informational NGO
Eco Hub Foundation
EcoTeam NGO
Tapan Eco Club
Ark Armenia NGO
Armenian Progressive Youth NGO
Third Nature NGO
Tree of Life CSO
Araks Center Charitable NGO
Institute of Botany after A. Takhtajyan
Armenian National Agrarian University
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Bilezikian
Grafting Facility
Opens in Karin
The Bilezikian grafting facility
officially opened in Karin Nursery
on September 18, 2020, with a
small ceremony attended by
ATP’s Yerevan staff and the
nursery employees. Under normal
circumstances, a much more
elaborate celebration would have
marked this great advancement in
fruit tree propagation for ATP. 

With the new cold room, ATP is
able to conduct both winter and
summer grafting, which means
we’ll be seeing an increase in fruit
tree production and have more
fruit trees for plantings and
distribution to village residents!

Since Armenia relies heavily on
the agricultural sector for its
economy, there is a huge demand
for fruit trees in the village
communities, and ATP will now
be able to meet more of these
needs. Up until now, ATP has
produced, distributed and
planted approximately 8,000 fruit
trees each year. With the many
developments that have taken
place at ATP’s nurseries, ATP’s
fruit tree supply will be raised to
an estimated 20-25,000 seedlings
per year.

ATP produces different species of
indigenous and adapted fruit
trees in its nurseries, all of which
are grafted to ensure high quality
and abundant yields. Types
include apple, apricot, almond,
cherry, jojoba, mulberry, pear,
peach, persimmon, plum, quince
and walnut. 

With the new
cold room, ATP is
able to conduct
both winter and
summer grafting,
which means we'll
be seeing an
increase in fruit
tree production
and have more
fruit trees for
plantings and
distribution to
village residents!
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In recent years ATP is also propagating
dwarf species of apple, cherry, pear and
plum trees, for which there is a high
demand. Dwarf fruit trees yield more fruit
and in relatively less time. They don’t grow
very tall or large, hence the term “dwarf”,
and take up less space in fields, making
work easier and more advantageous for
farmers. 

More than 4,301,302 kg / 9,482,747 pounds
of fruit have been harvested from ATP’s
trees throughout the years, benefiting local
communities and institutions.

After winter grafting this year, the seedlings
will be stored in the grafting facility’s cold
room (aka temperature controlled room)
and remain until spring planting season.
The plants will be frozen in order to delay
their vegetative period until springtime
comes, when they can be planted. The cold
room has the capacity to hold about 30,000
grafted fruit tree cuttings at once. It has
both hot and cold modes. The cuttings are
kept warm in the first dozen days, until the
grafts have “taken,” and then the room is
set to cold mode, at about 0-2 °C.

The building, which is situated beside the
Karin nursery greenhouse, was acquired in
2019 with the support of Gregory Bilezikian.
After renovations, it was transformed into
the grafting facility, which includes a
temperature-controlled room, workroom,
storage space, kitchen and bathroom.

“I want to thank Gregory Bilezikian on
behalf of all my colleagues for giving us this
grafting facility. It’s going to make our work
much more efficient, and we now have very
comfortable quarters to work and rest in,”
said Rodina Ghazaryan, an ATP employee of
20 years and a former refugee from
Azerbaijan.

Karin village was formed in 1991, primarily
for resettling Armenians who fled Azerbaijan
during the late 1980s. ATP established its
first nursery there in 1996 to be able to
produce its own tree seedlings. The nursery
currently has a full-time staff of 10, all of
whom are former refugees, and has
produced over 600,000 high quality fruit and
decorative trees for ATP’s community
planting program.
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ATP Hosts Its First Virtual Wine Tasting Event
WRITTEN BY ANUSH GHARIBYAN O'CONNOR, 

HOST OF EVENT & WINE TASTING SOMMELIER

Armenia Tree Project held its

first annual wine tasting

fundraising

event on October 24th. Being

part of the Armenia Tree

project, an organization that is

very dear to me, and facilitating

this event, was an honor. 

 

The wine tasting initially was

planned to be held in person at

Raffi Santikian’s vineyard in

Fresno, California but due to the

pandemic the event was moved

to Zoom conferencing. This

gave an opportunity and the

possibility for more people to

join from the East and West

coasts. Approximately 60

people attended the online

wine tasting event. The wine

was shipped directly to each

participant in advance. 

It was wonderful to see so

many people try Artsakh

wine for the first time, and to

learn of the region’s terroir

(soil, climate, topography

and culture) and grape

varietals. Wine making in

Artsakh dates to the 7th

century. The conditions to

grow grapes are very

favorable with high altitude

of 800m above sea level,

mid/subtropical climate and

cold winters. The typical soil

is clay and volcanic. Volcanic

soils are found in some of the

best wine making regions of

the world like Napa Valley

and Sicily. Volcanic soils

encourage the development

of desirable flavor and

texture compounds in the

grapes. I was told that if you

stand on Artsakh soil for a

long period of time, your legs

will start to grow roots.

Artsakh is
famous for its

indigenous
varietal called

Khnodghni
derived from the
Armenian word
“khind”, which

means laughter.
The grape has
another name
called Sireni –

Loving. I call it a
Cheerful Lover.
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Artsakh is famous for its indigenous varietal

called Khnodghni derived from the

Armenian word “khind”, which means

laughter. The grape has another name called

Sireni – Loving. I call it a Cheerful Lover.

Khndoghni/Sireni produces a robust wine

with high tannins, strong structure and a full

body comparable to Cabernet Sauvignon or

Petit Syrah. With characteristics of black and

blue fruits, cotton candy, and earth notes of

pepper. Wines made from this grape exhibit

aging potential. Khndoghni/Sireni is usually

aged in Caucasian oak barrels that are

sourced from Artskah as well.

 

The wines that were tasted during the event

were 2018 Aran Rosé and Red. Alex Sarafian,

Owner of Aran Vineyards shared his story. In

2005, he and his wife Talar planted 6

hectares (15 acres) of new vines in the

Askeran region of Artsakh. Askeran is one of

the more promising but less developed wine

regions on the frontiers of Artsakh. In 2018

they decided to start producing Aran Wines

for the US and Armenia markets.participant

in advance. 

Aran is named in honor of the long

Armenian presence on these lands.

According to local legend, the two river

valleys (Kur & Arax) in Artsakh were among

the first to be settled by Noah's descendants.

A local chieftain named Aran was appointed

by the 2nd century AD Armenian King

Vagharsh I to be governor of this land. Folk

etymology holds that the name Artsakh is

derived from 'Ar' (Aran) and 'tsakh (woods,

garden).

First, we tasted Aran Rosé– made from the

Sireni grape. What makes a rosé? The grapes

that are used for the rose are the same Sireni

grapes that are used for the red wine. The

difference is that when you crush the grapes

you leave the skins of the grapes in contact

with the juice for only few hours. The color of

the wine comes from the skin of the grape.

This Rose has a brilliant ruby red hue with

notes of ripe strawberry, watermelon, rose

petal finishing with a distinctive, minerality

on the palate. It will pair beautifully with the

Armenian dish “Red Lentil and Bulgur

Kololak” or with crab cakes. 

Aran Red is made from the Sireni varietal. It

has a pretty nose of blackcurrant, blackberry,

olives and licorice. It is smooth and medium-

bodied on the palate with grippy tannins.

When I taste this wine, I close my eyes for a

moment and the aroma reminds me of the

cherry preserve that my grandmother used

to cook in Armenia. 

Food pairing for Sireni are grilled red meat

dishes, or slow cooked stews. Smoked and

aged cheese will pair wonderfully with this

Sireni as well. Typically, you would pair the

Sireni with roasted or grilled red meat.

Something that has been roasting on an

open fire. 

 

The event was very successful and we are

looking forward to next year’s wine tasting! 

Cheers.
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U P D A T E  O N  

A R A N  W I N E S

W H A T  H A S  H A P P E N E D  S I N C E

O C T .  2 4 T H ?

Aran Wines lost their vineyards in the recent

Artsakh war. On November 20th, the region of

Askeran where the vineyards where located,

was handed back to Azerbaijan. The local

villagers were only given 1-day notice to

evacuate.  Aran wines are currently sold out

but luckily the 2019 vintage that has been

bottled in Yerevan, Armenia will be arriving

within couple of months. You can follow news

and updates on the wines at aranwine.com.

Only 25% of the 2020 vintage was harvested

and at the moment the future is unknown.

A B O U T  A N U S H

Anush is a graduate of the Yerevan Agrarian

School with a Wine Making Degree. She holds an

MBA from the University of Dallas. ATP has had a

major impact on Anush’s education. Currently she

works as the director for the Armenian Wines and

Spirits Festival in Los Angeles -GiniFest and a radio

host of Wine and Dine in LA on 95.5FM HD3. She is

a wine consultant and hosts private events.

Anush’s mother Anahit Gharibyan was the first

employee of the Armenia Tree project. later her

father Henrik Gharibyan joined the team. Anush

says her parents were very dedicated to the ATP.

She remembers them coming home at 11pm at

nights because they had to make sure that

everything was done right, that every tree was

accounted for and every tree was taken care of.

She grew up with the project and was always

involved as a volunteer in any and all events

where help was needed.  Her mother is still with

ATP working as the West Coast Community

Outreach Manager.
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2020 marked the third year

of a joint-internship program

between Vanadzor State

University (VSU) and ATP’s

Ohanian Center for

Environmental Studies in

Margahovit village. The

mission of the program is to

impart ATP’s vast experience

and knowledge to the future

professionals in the fields of

education and science, in

such a way that will have a

multiplying effect in terms of

educating the generations

that follow. 

Internship
Experience at the
Ohanian Center

We talked to one of the

students, Liana Simonyan (32),

to learn about her experience. 

 She is an undergraduate

correspondence student at the

faculty of Natural Sciences of

VSU.

In October 2020, ATP’s

Ohanian center held a week-

long training with another 24

students of the Faculty of

Natural Sciences of VSU. The

training was aimed at

strengthening the students’

theoretical knowledge

through hands-on-

experiences and practical

knowledge. The Ohanian

Center provides all the

necessary equipment and

tools during these training

sessions. 

What was your impression
about the Center and what
new things did you see and
learn there?

Honestly, I think that ATP’s

role in the environmental field

should be highly valued,

partially based on the fact that

agriculture is our country’s

primary industry.  During a

week-long training our team

was able to conduct research

on different topics ranging

from biodiversity to assessing

the water quality of the nearby

Bldan river, determining the

importance of organic

fertilizers and bio-humus, the

role of birds, the propagation

of new cultivars, etc.

For me it was quite interesting

to taste for the first time a

variety of a cucumber known

as kiwano or African horned

cucumber. It had quite an

unusual taste as it was sweet

and reminded me of a fruit

rather than a vegetable. We

have taken the seeds and plan

to conduct a research to see

how well it can be adapted to

our climate and what are the

health benefits of this plant.

Another plant that caught

my attention at ATP’s

experimental garden were

the different species of

Barberry shrubs. We have

collected the leaves and

want to experiment to see if

we can extract natural dyes

from them. If this proves to

be doable I think my friends

and I can even initiate a

start up business, why not?
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What was the most alarming issue
that you discovered during your
experiments?

We assessed the degree of water

pollution of the Bldan river through

identifying invertebrates in the

river, and found that at the clean

areas, where there is no pollution,

such as headwater streams, the

water was comparatively cleaner

and the quality was of second class.

In comparison, at the urbanized

part of the river, the pollution was

of fourth class. I should mention

that the distance between these

two sections of the river is just 6km.

By the way, at the headwater

streams there were plenty of red

trout and cod fish whereas at the

urbanized section of the river we

couldn’t see any. The main reason

for this is because the river is

contaminated with domestic

wastewaters. This is a very big issue

in many of our villages that need to

be addressed.

You also visited ATP’s Mirak
Nursery, tell us a little about that.

Besides the fact that it was a very

picturesque location with many

beautiful seedlings - I  especially

adore the small pine trees -  we

were very excited to see the section

where blueberries were cultivated

and to actually taste them.

Blueberries are not only a great

source of vitamins and minerals but

can also become a great source of

income for farmers.

What do you think about organic
fertilizers and organic gardening?

I think we should work in harmony with

nature and I really value the small organic

gardens that our grandparents used to

have back in the old days. In my mind,

anything that has the word “chemical”

should be eliminated. The only way to

restore fertility on a field exploited with

chemical fertilizers is with the use of

vermicompost; a field that is no longer

good for agriculture can be productive

again thanks to the use of biohumus. ATP

is doing a great job by using Californian

worms, which help create healthy soil.

Earthworms are also valuable as they feed

on soil and dead or decaying plant

remains. They are the principal agents in

mixing dead surface litter with the soil,

making the litter more accessible to

decomposition by soil microorganisms.

But in recent years, unfortunately, there

has been a decrease in the number of

earthworms in Armenia and there isn’t any

scientific research about that yet.

Will you choose any of these topics
for your thesis?

I really like the  topic of organic

fertilizers but I still have one year of

college left and I may  change my

mind if something more interesting

comes along.
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What do you think about recent
events, in particular regarding
Artsakh forests that have partially
been destroyed by chemical
weapons?

It’s a tragedy for the whole nation

and we will feel the effects of this

disaster for a long time.  I totally

agree with the deputy head of the

National Assembly Standing

Committee on Science, Education ,

Culture, Diaspora, Youth and

Sports Affairs, Hovhannes

Hovhannisyan who stated recently

that the natural sciences suffer

because so much emphasis is put on

IT. The deputy believes that the

high salaries associated with the IT

sector are what attract youth, so

they don’t continue their studies in

the sciences and don’t contribute to

the field.

But in reality, this war has proven

to us that we need more

professionals in the fields of natural

sciences and environment. We

would have been able to avoid

many failures during the war if we

had developed this field. In short,

we need more financing both in the

environmental and science fields.

Did you like the Center, were the trainers
able to provide all the necessary
information you needed?

In addition to being a good-natured

person, Gayane was also a very skilled and

knowledgeable trainer who had complete

answers to all our questions. Thanks to

her, we were able to enrich our theoretical

knowledge with hands-on experiences

available at the Center. It was also great to

explore the rich biodiversity of the village.
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

P A G E  1 6 A R M E N I A  T R E E  P R O J E C T

Thank you for helping us reach
our #GivingTuesday goal!



P A G E  1 7 A R M E N I A  T R E E  P R O J E C T

The article discusses

ATP's work during the

past 25 years, how

refugees found

employment

opportunities in ATP's

nurseries, and what the

environmental future of

Armenia looks like.

ATP was featured
in PBS!

In collaboration with the Calouste

Gulbenkian Foundation and the Armenian

Kids Club, our second translation of one of

our Building Bridges Magazines was

translated to Western Armenian!

The Building Bridges newsletters can be

valuable resources for teachers, they

provide information and different

educational materials about the

environment. Please visit our website to

access the newsletters.

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING ATP!
Your generous donations and commitment to our

organization for the past 26 years has helped fuel

our success as Armenia's leading tree-planting

organization. 

Our solution to improving Armenia's environment is

holistic: both nature and people are integral forces

that must work together to create a sustainable,

healthy and non-threatening environment.

Second Building Bridges
Translated to Western Armenian



SUSTAIN
EMPOWER
TEACH

Donate to Armenia Tree Project
today:

1. Donate online at
ArmeniaTree.org

2. Mail a check to our office: 
400 W Cummings Park, Suite 3900 

Woburn, MA 01801

3. Call our office: (617)926-8733

http://armeniatree.org/en/donation

